VMware Cloud on
AWS Hybrid Cloud
Readiness Assessment

The VMware Cloud on AWS Hybrid Cloud Assessment is
an outcome based opportunity which enables you to
prepare your organization to adopt a Hybrid Cloud strategy.
The VMware Cloud on AWS Hybrid Cloud enables you to
achieve your cloud strategy faster and more cost-effectively.
The TeraMach Hybrid Cloud Assessment addresses Hybrid
Cloud use Cases, Private Cloud Assessment and Network
Connectivity.
TeraMach, a Services lead organization provides strong
leadership in a practiced, proven and proficient manner.
The TeraMach professional services organization has a
deep and strong knowledge of both VMware and AWS
which provides you the peace of mind when assessing,
architecting, implementing and migrating your workloads to
VMware Cloud on AWS.
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Preparing our customers for the cloud
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ASSESS
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VMware Cloud on AWS
provides several Use Cases
that
align
with
your
organizations
business
outcomes to ensure the
outcome requirement is in
alignment with your business.
Whether you are looking to
Extend your Datacenter for
cost-effective
on-demand
scaling,
deliver
Disaster
Recovery, move your apps to
the cloud without any need to
rework them or integrate with
native
tools
from
AWS,
TeraMach can help define the
Use Case with you.

Knowing what you have is
sometimes the hardest part of
migration. The TeraMach Private
Cloud Assessment will collect
data
from
your
existing
environment,
provide
recommendations on right-sizing
your existing workloads and size
the VMware Cloud on AWS
environment to ensure you only
pay for what you need. TeraMach
can also provide an application
dependency
mapping
assessment which can be utilized
to provide a zero-trust framework
for your Private Cloud or Hybrid
Cloud environment.

Connectivity to the Cloud can be
a challenge and getting it right
before turning on a new service
is critical to ensure customer
satisfaction, whether external or
internal. VMware Cloud on AWS
provides many options for
connectivity. Aligning these
options with requirements needs
to be addressed along with any
security requirements if your
applications require them. At
TeraMach, we have a long
history of Cloud connectivity and
getting it right for our customers.
Our Security framework will
provide you with the options
needed to protect your data and
users.

Simplicity
TeraMach believes in the art of engineering simplicity.
We

are

focused

on

solving

customer

business

challenges and outcomes. We leverage our strategic
partnerships and architec tural capabilities to deliver
high

value

results

that

into

our

seamlessly

integrate

digital

customers

solution s

environment.

Experience
We strive to anticipate our customers’ requirements and
quickly adapt our organization to the dynamic digital
landscape. We leverage our innovative services and
methodologies to create a new dimension for continuous
innovation and transformative user experiences.

Efficiency
TeraMach

leverages

our

connected

ecosystem

of

partnerships that drives performance. We continually
optimize

our

operations

and

services

to

gain

efficiencies to accelerate decision making capabilities
and ultimately increase value to our customers.
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